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1. If you have symptoms or have a positive covid test please let me know and DO NOT 

ATEND. Otherwise, it is your choice whether to play or not. 

2. If you are only going to play in 1 or 2 games instead of the usual 3, please tell me when 

you arrive. 

3. It is your responsibility to bring Anti-bacterial wipes and / or hand gel if you need some. 

4. It is up to you to sanitise your hands as and when you want too. Also feel free to wear a face 

covering if you wish. 

5. The terrain is divided into 5 lanes (1-5) as indicated by the pale green markers and play can 

now take place on all lanes. We may also use the gravel circle near the tennis courts as an 
overflow piste when needed. 

6. In busy periods we put 4 elasticated strings across the piste to divide the terrain into the 5 
pistes, be very careful not to trip over them. 

7. We are now using the plastic rings to throw from rather than drawn circles. 

8. At least one member of each team to have and to throw a jack when required. Either you or 

another member of your team can throw the first Boule after the jack has been thrown. 

9. If your team throws the jack out of the lane or to an illegal position the opposition can pick 

up your jack and return it to you and then place their own jack in a legal position. 

10. If a Boule goes dead, you must move it out of the way by hand or kick it out of the way with 

your foot before the next boule is thrown.  

11. You can use are your own personal scorers. If you do not have a scorer between you then 

you can borrow one but it is your responsibility for it to be sanitised on return. 

12. If any measuring is required then the person with a tape does the measuring or you can pass 

the tape to someone else to do the measuring taking hand sanitisation as required. 

13. When an end concludes only pick up YOUR Boules and move away, leave space for other 

people to pick up their Boules and jack.  

14. When your game finishes either fist bump, elbow tap or handshake depending on what you 

feel acceptable with your team mates and opposition. 

15. The Park toilet and handwashing facilities are normally available if required. 

16. When you have finished playing you MUST sanitise any borrowed equipment you are 
returning. 

17. Play well, stay safe and enjoy the nearly normal Petanque. 

18. Be careful when standing on, stepping up onto and stepping down from the wooden sleepers 

surrounding the terrain especially when they are wet. 

19. Please turn all mobile phones onto vibrate / silent before play starts. 

20. Dispose of any rubbish you create i.e., plastic bottles, drinks cartons etc. There are plenty of 
waste bins in St Michaels Park and therefore one less job for me to do. 

 


